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Background
Construction of the Coastguard Cottages at Dun Laoghaire Harbour,
Co. Dublin, started in 1845. Used by the Custom’s Officers of the harbour, they later passed into the control first of the British Army, then
the Irish Army and eventually Dun Laoghaire Harbour Company.
Sashwindows.ie were contracted by the Harbour Company to restore
the windows and doors of the cottages over the months from November 2013 to mid February 2014. This document gives a detailed
description of the method employed in the restoration of the cottage
windows and doors.

View the cottages from the south east.

View the cottages from the south east.

View the tower from the south.

The rear of one of the cottages from the west.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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The Windows
The windows themselves were in various conditions, some having
been better cared for than others over the years, with some of the
cottages still occupied and others vacant. Repairs over the years have
varied in type and quality, leaving a collection of windows with different configurations and features. This report documents the typical
method of repair which Sashwindows.ie employed in their conservation of these windows.

Exterior of a typical window before repair.

Work began with a survey of the windows and doors in-situ, 58 windows and 8 doors, spread across the eight cottages. Many were suffering badly from rot, caused by water, which had pooled on the stone
cills and had been held against the wooden windows. The exposed
site and the frequency of driving rain, when combined with lack of
maintenance did not help either. Many of the bottom rails were rotten, as were the lower parts of the stiles that were jointed into them.
Corroded fixings, painted and broken sash-cords, broken glazing and
over-painting were also common problems.
A photographic survey with measured drawings was compiled by
Shaffrey Associates Architects and a detailed specification was prepared by them.

Interior of a typical window before repair.

Exterior of a typical window before repair.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 1 - Dismantling
The sashes were removed from their frames. The staff-beads, where
they survived, were taken down to be reused. The pocket covers of
the weight boxes were removed, also to be reused. The sash cords,
which had all stiffened due to over-painting, were cut to remove the
weights at the end and allow each sash to be taken out. Care was
taken when cutting the cords of the top-sash that it didn’t fall down
the frame, shattering the glass.
The individual sashes, weight-box pocket covers, weights, and staffbeads were all numbered and removed to the workshop.
The opes were boarded up for security and weather protection.

Removing the sashes from their cases.

Numbering the staff beads.

The ope made weather-tight, from the inside.

The ope made weather-tight, from the outside.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 2 – Stripping the sash-frames
Any fixings, such as fasteners and lifters, were removed to be cleaned
and reused later if possible, or replaced with similar ones if not.
The paint was removed from each sash with a heat-gun to reveal the
state of the timber underneath. Removal took anything from a few
minutes to a few hours depending on the size of the window and the
number of previous paint layers. This was an important step as years
of over painting can make a window appear sound and in good condition, at first glance.
Old repairs such as draft excluders were removed, to be replaced with
more efficient ones later.
Removing the window furniture.

The ends of the sash-cords and their fixings were removed as well, to
be replaced with new white waxed cotton cords.
The panes of glass were removed.
If the glass had an historic value, which is often the case, great care
would be taken to preserve it. An ultra-violet heat lamp would be
used to soften the putty, bit by bit, to allow for its gentle removal. The
lamp covers a length of about 15cm at a time and must be applied
to each area for up to 10 minutes (depending on the type of putty
used). This could mean that for large windows containing an average
of 12 panes of historically-important, hand-made glass each, a whole
day could be taken up solely by removing the putty to allow the safe
removal of the glass panes. These would then be carefully numbered
and stored before being cleaned for re-glazing later.

Stripping the paint.

In the case of the windows under consideration, close inspection
revealed the glass to be modern. They were likely re-glazed in 1969
as scraps of newspaper and a coin found in the weight-boxes indicate
that repairs were carried out at that time. The glass panes, many of
which were already broken, were tapped out of their frames and the
putty removed with the aid of a heat-gun.

Removing the ends of the old sash-cords.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 3 – Replacement of degraded timber
Once the window had been stripped and the condition of the wood
assessed, any rotten or degraded wood was cut out and replaced.
The replacement wood was Accoya. Accoya is a pre-treated, fastgrowing softwood, called Radiata Pine, from New Zealand which,
after treatment, is very stable – it doesn’t move as it adjusts to temperature and humidity, and won’t rot if it comes into contact with
moisture. It is an ideal material for window construction and repair.
To begin with, a wooden ‘form’ was temporarily attached to the
inside of the window sash (usually the side with least damage as it
has been least exposed to the elements). This ‘form’ held the frame
in its original shape, while parts of it were sequentially removed and
replaced.
Rotten sections of wood were cut away, one at a time. By replacing
the degraded sections one after the other (and not all at once) you
had more of the surviving frame to act as a guide for measurements,
meaning each replaced section was as close to the original as possible
– even if that original section wasn’t fully ‘square’. This meant that a
frame which may have been made to fit an ope, that wasn’t completely ‘square’, fitted back comfortably again.

‘Form’ attached to the window and a replacement
piece of Accoya-wood resting in place.

A specific area that had rotted was first chosen and the full extent
of its rot assessed. This was cut out of the original section, leaving
only firm healthy timber. Cuts were generally angled and sloped to
the outside, so that if any water entered their joint in the future it
would be directed back toward the exterior. A minimum of wood is
removed.
The area cut away was done in such a fashion that the new timber
was not jointed to it along one straight line (a ‘butt-joint’). To increase the strength of the joint, the new section met the existing section along several lines, one being ‘spliced’ into the other.

Rotted area cut away and corresponding joint
made in the replacement section.

Once the rotten wood had been removed, new replacement pieces
were cut to size from larger pieces of Accoya-wood. This was a time
consuming process. Because of the varying extent of rot in each section, different depths and lengths of rotten wood had to be removed,
meaning that different lengths and depths of new timber were required to replace them. Each piece was cut and shaped from the
measurements of the existing timber; every replacement piece was
individually cut for its purpose.
The nature of the repairs required meant that three or more pieces,
all of varying dimension, were required to be laminated together,
sometimes one at a time, gradually forming a comfortable and secure
joint with the existing sections of wood at either end of it.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Each new piece of timber was glued and pinned into place with a
combination of adhesive and stainless steel nails & screws and allowed to set before work began on the next section to be replaced.
Depending on the extent of the damage in an individual window
sash, four or more sections may have been replaced in each. This was
the most time-consuming part of the process.
When all the timber had been replaced, chamfered bevels were applied to those new sections that originally had them.
The window-sash was then cleaned with pressurized air, removing all
dust from joints and holes.
First replacement section of Accoya-wood glued
into place and clamped.

Gaps and small holes - between the existing joints, created between
new and existing sections, or resulting from the removal of fasteners,
etc. - as well as blemishes in the existing wood, were filled with twopart wood filler to a level about 2mm above the timber surface. The
filler was allowed to harden and was then sanded down level with
the timber sections. This process was repeated, sometimes twice, to
ensure a fine, smooth finish to any filled areas.
Blemishes in small moulded areas were filled up more delicately,
layer by layer, and sanded back by hand to ensure they keep their fine
shape.
Once the sash-frame had been consolidated and repaired as detailed
above, a groove was routed into the top, bottom and meeting rails to
allow for the insertion of new draft-excluders.

Second rotted area cut away.

Each sash was then sanded with a fine 120 grade sandpaper and
cleaned for the last time before painting.

Second replacement section of Accoya-wood to be
spliced into place.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Replacement section of Accoya-wood to be spliced
into place.

Step 4 – Painting
The difficulty of painting depended on the final colour of the two
sides of the sash. In some instances it may be the decision of the
architect (or owner) to have the interior and exterior of the sashes
painted two different colours. In this instance, although two different colours were chosen, they were close enough in tone to allow
the same primer and undercoat be used on both sides. Were they
two distinctively different colours, separate primers and undercoats
would have been used for each side, doubling the number of times
each sash would be painted, before it was finished (you cannot paint
the two different colours onto the sash at the same time as they will
mix where they meet).
A priming coat was painted onto each sash and left to dry.
Once the primer had dried, the window sash was lightly sanded with
120 grade sand paper and cleaned down before an undercoat was
applied.

Painting the consolidated sashes.

Once the undercoat had dried, the sash was lightly sanded again and
cleaned before the two top-coats were applied.
In this instance the architect had specified that the windows be painted a grey tone white (RAL 9002) on the outside and an antique white
(RAL 9010) on the inside – similar enough colours, that allowed the
use of the same priming and under-coats on each side.
The inside top-coat was carefully applied, only going as far as the corners of the timber that would be seen from the interior, and allowed
to dry. Once dry, the first outside top-coat was applied on the remaining surfaces – i.e. all those which would be directly visible from
the exterior. After the first external coat had dried, the window sashes
were lightly sanded and cleaned before the process was repeated a
second time for the top coat.

Paint colours on RAL swatch.

The two top-coats were not applied to the areas on the exterior of the
glazing bars. These were left with their under-coats exposed to better
allow the adhesion of the glazing putty, when it was applied later. The
top-coats would have retarded this adhesion.

The slight difference in the paint tones used on the
inside and outside of the sash.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 5 – Draft excluder
After the windows had been painted, the draft excluders were attached. This was done before the sashes were glazed, while they were
lighter and easier to handle.
The draft-excluders used in this instance came in two parts, a plastic
carrier which had a self-adhesive backing, and the ‘hairy’ draft-excluding brush, which slotted into it. To make doubly sure they didn’t
move, the carriers were pinned into place with stainless steel pins, as
well as being held with their adhesive strips.

The draft-excludung ‘brush” being mounted in
newly routed groove on the meeting-rail.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 6 - Glazing
The job of glazing can be delicate. If the original glass had been kept
it would have been numbered, cleaned and stored to ensure it was
replaced in its original position.
Any new replacement panes were specially cut to fit each particular
opening in the sash, to ensure they fit perfectly.
A thin layer of glazing putty was first applied to the inside of the glazing bar around an opening (i.e. ‘behind’ the glass). The appropriate
glass pane was then gently placed on this layer of putty and pressed
into it. When in the correct position it was pinned into place with
stainless steel pins.
The window-sash was then turned around and the excess putty is cut
away (from the ‘inside’ of the window) to form a straight line along
the moulded side of the glazing bar, ensuring that no putty would be
visible from the interior when the sash had been rehung.

Detail of the new putty from the outside of one of
the windows.

The window-sash was turned around once again and more putty was
pressed into the corner-joint formed by the pane of glass and the
glazing bar. This was all done by hand. When an adequate amount
of putty had been pressed into place, it was smoothed into a neat triangular shape and then the edge was cut back to line up with that on
the ‘inside’ of the glass – again to ensure that no putty would be seen
from the inside when looking through the window.
In order to prevent rainwater getting between the putty and the glass,
it is best practice to paint the putty. The paint line should cross over
the glass line by one or two millimetres, to act as a seal between the
putty and the glass. This would only be done once the putty had
dried properly. That can take anything from a month to six months
depending on the local climate. Painting the putty before it is dry will
cause the paint to peel off.

The putty remains unpainted until it has dried
fully.

In the case of the Coastguard Cottages the windows were all reglazed by a separate sub-contractor due to the time constraints of the
project.

The interior putty overlaps the exterior putty creating the final sight-line.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 7 – Window frames/cases
While the window-sashes were being repaired as described above,
similar work was being carried out on the window-cases, which had
remained in-situ, on site.
The cases suffered from similar problems as the sashes they held and
were repaired in similar ways. The most common repair on this project was the replacement of the wooden sill and the lower parts of the
pulley-stiles and exterior liner due to rot.
The window-case, stripped of paint and fixings.

Each window-case was first stripped of its paint and fixings to reveal
the extent of the rot. The mortar pointing holding the window-case
in position against the outside bricks was removed. In many cases
the original lime-based mortar had been replaced in the past with a
cement-based mortar, which only served to lock moisture next to the
wooden window-case, exacerbating the problem of rot.
Rotten sections of the window-case were cut away and measurements
taken from which to fashion replacement sections.

The rotted section of the stile removed.

The sockets for the pulleys were enlarged slightly. The existing pulleys had all suffered to some extent from corrosion and were being
replaced with new brass ones. These new fixings sat a little deeper
into the top of the pulley-stile than the originals, meaning that the
existing joint had to be made slightly deeper. This was gently done
with a chisel – because if the cut was too deep the joint would have
had to be packed so that the pulley would sit flush with the surface.
The replacement sections of the window-case were tentatively fitted. Each was cut a little bigger than needed be and then gradually
pared-down to comfortably fit with the surviving elements of each
individual window-case. This was a time-consuming process but
ensured the replacement elements being spliced into the windowcase matched as seamlessly as possible. Once each repair-element
had been snugly fitted, it was glued and pinned into position, before
being clamped and allowed to set.

The replacement stile-section pinned into place.

When repaired, any small gaps or blemishes on the consolidated
frame were filled, sanded and painted in the same way and with the
same respect to the different coats & colours of paint, as described for
the sashes above.
The gap between the window-case and the exterior layer of brick
was packed with a substance called ‘Flexcell’. Flexcell is a bitumenimpregnated wood fibre board which has excellent compressive and
expandable properties. It makes an ideal rot-proof filler. This packing
material was used to fill the space between the timber frame and the
external bricks.

The finished joint between old and new.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Traditionally this packing would have been a mixture of lime-mortar
and horsehair. This served as a draft excluder and support. It insulated the gap between window-case and wall, dramatically reducing the
ingress of wind and drafts which otherwise would have made their
way into the window-case, weight boxes and thence into the room
inside. This packing also served to support the window case against
the exterior layer of brickwork.
The 20mm space left along the edge of the window-case was later repointed with burnt-sand mastic.
Flexcell - Catalogue description.

Flexcell - On site, easily shaped to fill any void.

Flexcell - In position between window case and
brick revel.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 8 – Re-hanging
When the sashes and frames had both been repaired, the process of
putting them back together began. This was almost always a two-man
job.

Repaired, repainted sash with new cords attached.

Two lengths of new, waxed cotton sash-cord were cut, each twice the
length of their individual window-sash. They were re-attached to the
sash-frame close to their original positions, with stainless steel screws
replacing the original rusted nails. Care was taken to ensure that the
attaching screws were angled away from the glass in the frame to
prevent it shattering. The fasteners of the upper sash were attached at
this stage, when the sash was on the ground, to provide a firm support. Once the sash had been hung it would have moved down when
pushed making attachment difficult. The corresponding catches on
the lower sash were attached later.
When both upper and lower sashes had their new cords attached
they were taken to their appropriate window case/frame for rehanging.
The upper-sash was re-hung first. The upper area of the window-case,
between the exterior liner and the parting-bead was waxed with a
candle. This helped to lessen the friction between the painted surfaces and prevented scratching and sticking.
The bottom sash was lifted into the lower half of the window-case.
To attach a new cord to the old weights, a hook or “mouse” attached
to a piece of twine was tied to the end of each sash-cord, threaded
over the inner pulley at the top of the case, and down through the
weight-box. The sash was then moved into position at the top of the
window-case and held there while its weights were attached.

The sash-cords being threaded through the new
pullys.

The old weights being reattached, in this case with
an extra lead weight for correct balance.

Document prepared by William Derham.

The existing weights were reused where possible, after weighing both
the sashes and the weights. Generally the weights would be about one
pound (.45kg approx - Imperial was the system at the time) heavier
than the upper sash they carry, to help resist the force of gravity acting upon it. They were knotted into place and the window was then
tested to ensure its weights were still correct. If a heavier load was
needed additional weights of smaller size were added above the original. This process is known as ‘balancing’ the sash-window. The important factor was to ensure that the weights did not touch the bottom of the weight-box or the sash would not have been fully closed.
When a sash was correctly hung you could maneuver it up and down
the frame with just two fingers, either side of the central glazing-bar
(the ‘two-finger rule’) and you could hear the draft-excluders ‘click’
softly into their closed/sealed position.
When the top-sash had been rehung and was correctly balanced, the
parting-bead was positioned and pinned into place with stainless
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steel nails. The process was then repeated for the re-hanging of the
bottom-sash.
As per the individual window-sashes, mentioned above, draftexcluders were fitted to the parting-beads of each repaired windowcase. Combined with the brushes on the sash-rails, each window
then had an effective seal against draughts.
When lined up correctly (in the closed position) with the upper-sash,
the catch for the fastener was attached to the lower-sash, as were its
lifters.
Since both sashes were now hung and balanced, any excess sash-cord
was then trimmed, leaving about two inches free at the end of the
knot. The ‘pockets’ allowing access to the weight-boxes were pinned
into place from the inside of the window-case.

Placing the new parting-beads.

Once both sashes had been re-hung and balanced correctly, the inner
staff-bead was pinned into place. The final step was to position the
replacement sill. This was left until last so that it could be shaped to
absorb any small discrepancies in the newly re-hung sashes, usually
caused by the removal of so many layers of over-painting and bad
repairs done in the past.
The original wooden sill would have been positioned similarly to
take up any small change of dimension between the window sashes
and the masonry ope. This would have been done by bedding it in
mortar, the depth of the mortar being adjusted to accommodate the
difference. In cases where the sill was replaced its level was sometimes adjusted with stainless-steel screws. These were screwed in
from the underside (if required) forming ‘stilts’ which adjusted the
new sill to the correct level. The new sill was then pinned and glued
into the pulley-stiles at either end, to secure its position. Any gap
below the timber sill was re-pointed later.

Fixing a new lifter into place.

Measuring for the new cill.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 9 – Pointing
Once the cavity between the window-case and the external wall had
been packed with Flexcell, the window-sashes were re-hung and the
sill fixed into place, the exterior of the window was re-pointed with
a traditional, lime-based, ‘Burnt-Sand Mastic’. This is a mix of burnt
sand (roasted in a kiln), lime, linseed oil and rosin-oil.
The mastic was mixed and allowed to mature for about two hours
before use. The joints were first cleaned and then lined out with
masking-tape. The tape protected the window-case from oil-staining
and provided a guideline for pointing.

Priming the joint with rosin-oil before pointing.

Next the joints were primed with a coat of the rosin-oil to encourage
adherence. The mortar would not have adhered, if this had not been
applied first.
The mortar was packed into each joint, taking up the gap between
the Flexcell packer and the finished pointing line and closed any gaps
that were left below the timber sill. The surface was smoothed out,
flush with the brick reveal. The masking-tape was removed and the
edge of the joint was wiped clean if needed.
The mortar can take up to six months to harden fully, but will strongly and quickly adhere to most surfaces and provide the appropriate
level of flexibility needed in this situation. It creates a robust weatherproof joint, resistant to both wind and water. After about 24 hours it
had set sufficiently to remain in place, while it matured fully.

Pointing the joint with the burnt-sand mastic.

The finished pointing between window-case and
brick revel.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Step 10 – Final touches & cleaning
The final step was to clean the work and touch up any blemishes.
Blemishes were filled and sanded down level with the surface.
The repaired windows were each cleaned with a cloth and soapy
water and caulked with a water-based caulk. The caulk was smoothed
out with a damp sponge, not being suitable to sanding.
All such joints and small fixes were given a final coat of paint. The
glass panes in each window were washed and the job was completed
for the architect’s inspection.

The clean window before being caulked. Notice the
pin-holes along the staff bead.

A completed window from the outside.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Note on thermal performance
These before and after photos show the increased
thermal performance of each window after it had
been repaired.
The red shows the area where heat is being lost.
Although not perfect, the loss of heat was dramatically reduced by the repair process.

Heat-loss before repair (in red).

Heat-loss after repair (in red).

Document prepared by William Derham.
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The Doors
The doors of the eight cottages were also restored as part of the project. The same methods were used. Each door was taken down off its
hinges. Its ‘furniture’ was removed to be cleaned and each was then
stripped of its paint.
Most of the doors were in good condition. The lower areas of the
door frames required some timber replacement. As with the windows, the lower sections next to the ground had suffered some rot.
This was cut out and replacement sections spliced in.
Each door and frame was repainted – primer, two undercoats and
two topcoats - being lightly sanded in between each application.
Draft excluders were fitted to minimize draughts and the doorframes were re-pointed. When the new painting had dried, the doors
were re-hung.

A typical door before repair.

The brass door furniture was cleaned in a chemical bath, polished
and replaced on each door. Where the originals could not be reused,
new pieces of a similar type and style replaced them.
The windows over the doors were re-glazed and re-pointed where
necessary.

The door ‘furniture’ removed, later cleaned and
replaced.

The same door fully repaired and repainted.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Note on workmanship.
The process of repairing these historic windows can be described as
a game of ‘slivers’ and constant ‘micro-tweaking’ to ensure each new
piece fits perfectly with what survives. Repeated paring down and
fitting of new elements is incredibly time consuming, but necessary
to achieve a finish that is un-noticeable to those who look at and see
the finished product. The less one notices repairs and new work, the
more successful a job is considered.
No two windows are the same!

Gently sanding a filled section so that it exactly
matched the existing.

Tentatively enlarging and deepening the sockets
for the new pullys.

Three men rehanging the top sash of a window and
replacing the staff-bead.

Document prepared by William Derham.
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Sashwindows.ie
Sashwindows.ie was established in 2000 by Frank Clissmann and has
developed a reputation for excellence in the conservation of historic
windows over the years.
They may be contacted on:
Phone: (01) 2130213
Email: info@sashwindows.ie
Address: 87 Bracken Hill, Sandyford, Dublin 18
At Dun Laoghaire they were ably assisted by the conservation building
company, Dearg Building Services Ltd.

William Derham graduated from the Dublin Institute of Technology with
an honours degree in architecture in 2009 and completed a postgraduate
diploma in applied building repair and conservation at Trinity College,
Dublin, in 2013.
willderham@gmail.com

Document prepared by William Derham.
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